
Thursday 28th January – PRIMARY 3  

 

Cosmic Kids Yoga – Tiny the T-Rex 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnlDBKD2S78&list=PL8snGkhBF7ngiFwW6-b9aV5eCgY0FAAB4&index=10  

 
That was fun! Have a drink and get ready for maths. 

 

On Thursdays we will start to focus on FRACTIONS with Miss Borrowman! Today, in our first lesson we will 

concentrate on halving numbers and looking at the half of fractions: 

 

1. For our warm up activity today I want you try the counting forwards in 2s game: 

  

Mild  Medium  Spicy  

Count up in 2s to 20  Count up in 2s to 40  Count up to 2s to 80  

 

Next, we are going to be looking at how to find a half of a number.  

A half is splitting a number into 2 equal parts. 

  

An example is you have 6 grapes and 2 people can share them so they have an equal amount each.  

Divide 6 equally into half:  

Step 1: Draw a circle with a line down the middle – to show 2 sides  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnlDBKD2S78&list=PL8snGkhBF7ngiFwW6-b9aV5eCgY0FAAB4&index=10


Step 2: draw the dots on each side making sure you are doing 1 dot on each side and counting along:  

 
 

Step 3: After all dots are on count the dots only on one side:  

 
Step 4: write the answer as follows:  

 

 

 

2. Now choose your chilli challenge and half the numbers below with the above method:  

Mild  Medium  Spicy  

4 10 14 

8 16 24 

10  20  32 

12 26 38 

16 28  46 

20 30 50 

  

 



3. Choose your chilli challenge  

Circle the number that can’t be cut in half equally 

Mild  Medium  Spicy  

2, 7, 10, 12   12, 16, 22, 23 20, 28, 32, 45, 51 
 

To challenge yourself further you could try some games on bitesize and watch the video:  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zndq8hv 

 

 
Refuel! Now would be a good time to have a snack and a drink. 

 
Relax with a book!  

 

Today we are going to write a letter! You can choose who you would like to address it to. You might like to cheer up a 

family member or write to someone you haven’t seen for a while. You could write a letter to one of your school friends. 

They might even send you a reply! 

Firstly, we are going to revise the features of a letter! 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zndq8hv


 
You might want to make some notes and get your ideas written down first. 

As always, please remember to include ! 

 

Exciting VOCABULARY (for example: tiny, lonely…)  linking CONNECTIVES (for example: and, because, but…) 

 

Vary OPENERS (for example: First, Next, After, Lastly…) and PUNCTUATION (.!?) 



 

HOLA!  

Today we will focus on parts of the body! 

• Take a look at the video: https://rockalingua.com/videos/parts-body  

• Can you draw a person or some body parts and label them? 

 

 

What a busy morning! Time to refresh our brains and bodies. 

 

 

Please find attached the RESILIENCE document on today’s blog and choose 1, 2 or 3 of the suggested activities! 

 

 

https://rockalingua.com/videos/parts-body

